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Living in balance with wild 
and domestic carnivores

“ 
One of the biggest threats from humans is fishing gear, which is easy
 for these animals to get tangled up in.

                                                              ”

Sources:
1. fisheries.noaa.gov/species/california-sea-lion
2. marinemammalcenter.org/animal-care/learn-about-marine-mammals/pinnipeds/california-sea-lion
3. nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/facts/california-sea-lion?loggedin=true

C alifornia Sea Lions can be found along the Pacific Ocean, from Alaska down to 
Mexico. They can live between 20-30 years in the wild.1 They are very smart and 

playful animals with a loud bark.2

Males and females look different, from their fur color (which is lighter for females, 
and darker for males) to their length (six feet for females, seven for males), to their 
weight (females weigh around 250 pounds, while males can get up to 800 pounds).2

Males will mate with multiple females. Females will give birth between May and 
June. Females and their pups learn each other’s scents and sounds – to the point 
where a female can find her pup just by the sound it makes, even if it’s in a crowd of 
other sea lions.1

California Sea Lions are classified as of Least Concern, according to the IUCN, with a 
population trend that’s increasing.3  Threats to these sea lions are orcas, great white 
sharks, and human activity.2

This can lead to injury, cause serious fatigue after they travel long distances with it 
without it coming off, and can impede their ability to hunt and feed themselves.1

When humans feed them, too, it can change the behavior of sea lions. They may 
start to steal food from fishing boats, which can cause them to get shot by fishermen 
who want retaliation.1 Like with most animals, it’s better to leave them be when you 
come across them in their habitats.

Sea 
Lions!

Let’s chat about

By Chris Anderson

By Chris Anderson

Border Collies are part of the herding group of dogs. They usually live to be be-
tween 12 and 15 years old and weigh between 30 and 55 pounds.1 These dogs 
were originally bred over 300 years ago in Scotland to work on farms and handle 
sheep and other animals between the border of Scotland and England.2&3

These dogs are incredibly intelligent and can work all day, every day. They have 
an amazing amount of energy that they need to expend and they thrive off of 
having a daily “job” that they need to do – whether that’s herding sheep on a 
farm or training in dog sports like agility.3&4 When herding, they’re known for 
their intense stare that keeps the animals in line.4

Without a job, these dogs can easily become bored, which leads to excessive 
barking and destructive behavior.4 They don’t mind settling down and cuddling, 
but only after they’ve completed their job for the day. Owners for these dogs 
need to be able to keep them occupied more than other dogs – so if you’re 
thinking of getting one, make sure you have both time and energy to make sure 
they have physical and mental stimulation.1

If you have a Border Collie, don’t be surprised if they end up outsmarting you. 
They’re very observant and keep you on your toes. Socialization for these 
dogs is key to make sure they can handle situations where 
there are dogs and people present that they don’t know.4

If you’re prepping to add a Border Collie or other dog to 
your family, read more about the herding group and check 
out our puppy preparation tips at: 

WolfCenter.org  Media  C3:Blog 

All about

Border 
Collies

Sources:
1. akc.org/dog-breeds/border-collie/
2. americanbordercollie.org/bc-information/
3. akc.org/expert-advice/lifestyle/10-border-collie-facts/
4. vetstreet.com/dogs/border-collie#0_k7o7b1dg

WERC has been the gold standard in animal 
care and sanctuary excellence for nearly three 
decades. Because of our reputation among 
sanctuaries and wildlife centers, we receive 
countless invitations to consult other new 
and already established sanctuaries around 
the world. Best practices ensure optimal 
animal safety and the best human interaction 
possible. At all times, the health and safety 
of captive wolves, their handlers, and other 

sanctuary animals is paramount. Our team is uniquely qualified and eager to 
greet this demand.

In the coming weeks and months, we’ll be informing you about a new initiative. 
We are already working on our first major consultation case with a sanctuary 
in Idaho and look forward to sharing what we can soon. We’re calling the new 
initiative WOLF CLAW (Captive Logistics And Welfare).

EXCITING NEWS & 
DEVELOPMENTS!

HELP 
STUDENTS IN YOUR TOWN 
learn about wolves!

make C3 part of your learning routine! 
Go to wolfcenter.org/support

WERC creates important learning products that teach about wolves in 
classrooms. It’s true and YOU can help us get these into classrooms in your 
hometown or city! 

Make a $50 donation and provide the name of a student, teacher, or a fa-
vorite elementary, middle, or high school science class and we’ll ship them 
straight away -- from YOU!  Donate online or use the enclosed envelope to 
make your donation today to support learning about wolves everywhere.



By Jeremy Heft

Assists 
Earthfire 
Institute

presentations on captive wolf care/ethics; wolf behavior origin and interpretation; 
plus, capture and restraint of captive wolves, including chemical immobilization, 
were all completed.

The fine-tuning of Earthfire’s handling practices have already shown significant 
improvements in bonding between handlers and resident wolves. Some of the 
wolves are already exhibiting increased social tendencies within weeks of the 
consultation. The handling team is also more confident in their abilities and 
socialization procedures, creating a more positive atmosphere for both wolves 
and staff. Existing enclosure safety upgrades are underway, and CLAW will be 
continuing to provide design and construction advice as the Institute plans to 
increase enclosure space in the coming years. Furthermore, Jeremy was able 
to assist in the evaluation and suggested training direction for staff based on 
individual skill levels.

The staff of Earthfire Institute deeply care for all their captive animals and 
maintain the skills for adequate wolf handling, yet they sought to make any 
possible improvements to further enhance the lives of their resident wolves. 
CLAW is grateful for the opportunity to work together with Earthfire to achieve 
this goal. WERC hopes to further the education and methods of captive wolf 
organizations across the country, creating healthier and happier environments 
for all captive wolves. Many other facilities could benefit from CLAW consulting, 
but we need your support to complete this ambitious endeavor.

Most captive wolves are held by small organizations who although may have good 
intentions, may not have the expertise to care for the complexities of captivity 
properly and safely for such an intelligent carnivore. Gray wolves are known as 
one of the most difficult species to maintain in captivity, and CLAW hopes to 
share our experience and insight with these organizations to improve the welfare 
of captive wolves everywhere. Unfortunately, small non-profit organizations 
typically do not have the budget to spend on the expenses of such consulting. 
Please help us offset these expenses with a donation toward CLAW’s goals of 
improving captive life for wolves across the country.

Testimonial
We’re forever grateful for CLAW’s assistance 

as our organization moved through an 

unexpected situation. Jeremy Heft’s ability 

to observe, educate, and support our animal 

caretakers led to invaluable relationship-

building within our team and between the 

wolves and caretakers. Earthfire highly 

recommends CLAW as an expert support group 

to provide guidance for other captive wolf 

sanctuaries and educational centers.

 ~Earthfire Institute

              Captive Logistics 
and Welfare Program
WERC’s

also been rescued by the Institute and now make their home at their sanctuary. 
To learn more about Earthfire, visit their website at earthfireinstitute.org

Due to urgent medical needs, they lost their well-respected senior trainer, leaving 
less-experienced handlers to operate all animal care. Although these handlers 
maintained ample passion and adequate skills for daily care, Earthfire wished 
to reinforce and upgrade the wolf handling abilities of their budding animal care 
professionals. A new project was also underway to improve the living situation for 
their wolves by providing expanded outdoor garden access. The CLAW program 
was a perfect fit to assist Earthfire Institute in reaching its elevated captive wolf 
care objectives.

Jeremy visited the Institute’s sanctuary in February and April, receiving a friendly 
welcome from the dedicated and enthusiastic animal handling team. Through the 
three-day workshop held during each visit, observations of Earthfire’s handling 
techniques and procedures were made, while also deciphering individual wolf 
behaviors and demeanors. An analysis of social tendencies among each wolf 
and relations with handlers were conducted to improve handling socialization 
procedures. Evaluation of enclosure safety and possible upgrades took place 
with several recommendations being immediately implemented. Classroom 

R ecently WERC began a new initiative to assist captive wildlife organizations 
through consultation on best captive management practices and methods. 

Jeremy’s 24-year tenure of managing both social and non-social captive wolves 
is an asset to new facilities beginning captive wolf care, as well as established 
organizations that wish to upgrade their abilities. Throughout our history, WERC 
has informally consulted with non-profit organizations and government agencies 
around the world to better the lives of captive wolves.

Viewed as experts in the captive field by many, WERC’s wolf handling principles 
place the health and welfare of every captive wolf as a top priority while also 
considering the safety of those who handle them. Due to the increasing demand 
for sharing our experience and techniques, WERC has created a new consulting 
program known as CLAW (Captive Logistics And Welfare).

Earlier this year, Earthfire Institute became the first official recipient of CLAW’s 
assistance. Being a non-profit organization located near Driggs, Idaho, Earthfire 
is innovating wildlife appreciation and advocacy through their pioneering 
Reconnection Ecology® programs. Their sanctuary houses eleven captive-born, 
socialized wolves of various ages, in addition to grizzly bears, coyotes, foxes, a 
bobcat, a cougar, and two adorable bison. Several domestic livestock animals have 

If you know of a captive facility or wolves/hybrids in 
a domestic setting who could use CLAW services, 
please contact Jeremy at jeremy.heft@wolfcenter.org 
to set up a free evaluation and see if we can help.

Photos © Earthfire Institute
Did you know we have an online classroom? 

Start learning now at wolfcenter.org/classroom 

SUPPORT WERC 
WITH TEXT 2 

GIVE!
Text any amount to 

(253) 780-0896 
(But don’t call, no one will 

answer!)


